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U.S. headed for civil war as military mobilizes to take down
cabal
The United States is headed for full-blown civil war or revolution, as the U.S. military has now mobilized
troops and reserve units “to take down the Deep State,” Pentagon sources say. “With 125,000
indictments, many will be unsealed, making for a bloody October revolution or October surprise before
the satanic Halloween holiday.” They note that “Melania Trump wore red on October 1 to signify Red
October for a new fiscal year as the military mobilizes troops to defend Trump.”
The mobilization order can be confirmed on the U.S. Marines‟ own home page:
https://www.marines.mil/News/Messages/Messages-Display/Article/1979422/manpower-guidance-foractivation-and-deactivation-of-reserve-component-rc-marin
The order authorizes Marines and other U.S. military units to take action inside the U.S. if “a Governor
requests Federal assistance in responding to a major disaster or emergency,” or “When directed by the
President,” or following “a Request For Forces (RFF) from the responsible Combatant Commander.”
The order further reads, “Marines with subject orders will execute orders… in order to respond to threats
in the Homeland.”
Multiple sources, including Dr. Steve Pieczenik (who served as a Deputy Assistant Secretary of State
under Henry Kissinger, Cyrus Vance, and James Baker) confirm that the mobilization is in response to
an attempted CIA coup led by CIA Director Gina Haspel against U.S. President Donald Trump. Dr.
Pieczenik, by the way, is the son of Holocaust survivors and has gone on the record blaming Nazi Jews
as being involved in the mass murder of their own people.
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/cia-coupconfirmed/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=CIA+Coup+CONFIRMED
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=132599
CIA sources confirm that Haspel is “a blood relative of the Rockefeller clan (Clinton, Zuckerberg, etc.).”
Furthermore, the sources state that Haspel “was in charge of „Cat‟s Eye,‟ the first secret black site for
interrogation of alleged terrorists, set up in Thailand. She also ran a secret black site at Guantánamo
Bay prison after 9/11 at the request of GW Bush/Dick Cheney. (This was totally off the books). She
travelled between Thailand and Cuba. After her mission in Thailand, she was appointed Station Chief
of the CIA London office. She is overseeing the plot to …
… remove Trump, but she is acting on orders from her handlers. Gina Haspel is not her real name.”
Haspel went into action and triggered the emergency response after Trump fired National Security
Council head John Bolton and began a purge of fifth columnists located there, the Pentagon sources
say.
The other big trigger for the emergency is that “Wall Street is under assault,” Pentagon sources say. In
particular, they say, “JP Morgan is being prosecuted as a criminal enterprise under RICO for drug
trafficking, fraud, terror financing, sanction violations, and other racketeering activity.” An attack on JP
Morgan, of course is an attack on the Nazi Bush clan. The Rockefeller “bloodsucking vampire squid”
Goldman Sachs is also being taken down for its involvement in the Malaysia 1MDB scandal, the
sources add. This scandal, of course, then links them to the Malaysian Air Flight 370/17 mass murder
incident.
Many other mega-banks are also now being investigated as organized crime organizations in Europe
and the U.S., multiple sources confirm. The most important of these investigations concerns raids by
Vatican Police to “to acquire documents and electronic devices from certain offices of the First Section
of the Secretariat of State and the State Financial Information Authority” related to complaints about “the
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Institute for Works of Religion [Vatican Bank] and the Office of the General Auditor, regarding financial
transactions carried out over time,” according to a Vatican press release.
http://press.vatican.va/content/salastampa/en/bollettino/pubblico/2019/10/01/191001c.html
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/vatican-prosecutors-conduct-raid-on-secretariat-of-stateoffices-39656
This is huge, because the Vatican Bank is where bribery accounts for hundreds of so-called world
leaders are kept. The raids were related in part to requests by Trump to find out who has been
financing the various “witch hunts” against him.
However, Vatican P2 Freemason sources say they are opposed to the “Trump religion” and will fight
against “the [Trump son-in-law Jared] Kushner group and their aims of world power.” The P2 say they
want “a federated world, not a world of religious fundamentalism in power.”
Closely related to these raids is a fight going on in Switzerland over control of the world‟s gold reserves
and thus control over a new gold-backed financial system, thus control of the world. A lot about this war
is revealed in this new “Neil Keenan video” made by the people who murdered the real Keenan.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y8_uQqq_IoM
CIA sources in Southeast Asia provided the following analysis of this:
“The video was made one month ago during the Formula One race in Singapore September 19-22.
Watch his video carefully and you will see that he has a large tumor or ? on his right arm that he covers
over for a portion of the presentation and his teeth are different from the original Neil Keenan.
“His go-between in Indonesia is Sri Mulyani Indrawati, the Finance Minister of Indonesia. She has a
very interesting past. She had to leave Indonesia due to the Century Bank scandal in 2008. Almost $1
Billion USD went missing and it is alleged that is went into President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono‟s reelection campaign. She became one of the three Managing Directors of the World Bank in May, 2010
for 6 years, receiving special training by the Zionist cabal, then was sent back to Indonesia to run the
finances of the country for her handlers, as Minister of Finance. She was appointed by President Joko
Widodo (Jokowi) in 2016. Here are a few of her obvious moves for the benefit of the Zionist cabal as
Finance Minister.
https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2019/03/18/indonesians-who-hide-assets-abroad-facepunishment.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-27/trade-war-s-second-wave-to-have-bigger-impactindrawati-says
“Sri Mulyani Indrawati is regularly in the Indonesia news, about all the good she is allegedly doing for
the country. She is 100% a cabal agent. Her main mission now is to assist UBS and the Zionist cabal,
who control the bank, in acquiring the Au stored in bunkers at various locations in Indonesia. The
largest bunker is located in Jakarta. This is a last-ditch attempt at obtaining the Au they need to keep
their petrodollar banking system from collapsing.
“Neil Keenan mentions UBS bank in Switzerland. As you know, they made the original deal with
President ”Bung” Soekarno in the Green Hilton Agreement Geneva signed in 1963. Some of the gold
was physically moved to Switzerland, while most of it remained in Indonesia stored in bunkers.
“I know for a fact that when Megawati Sukarnoputri was President of Indonesia from 2001-2004, she
personally went to UBS Bank in Zurich with her bodyguards and appropriate documents showing her
successor custodial ownership of tens of thousands of tons of Au. She was told by the bank‟s “special
security/legal team” that she would get nothing from UBS and if she attempted to legally obtain the Au
via the international court in the Hague, she would be eliminated. This shows the power of UBS and
who is really behind the bank—the Zionist cabal. The Sri Mulyani Indrawati connection shows us who
Neil Keenan is actually working for.”
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Based on this and other intelligence, if the U.S. military wants to win the civil war, they need to target
the head of the octopus, which is in Switzerland. Threaten to nuke Basel, Zurich, and Zug, Switzerland
unless they return the gold to its rightful owners, and victory will be yours.
Another thing the U.S. military needs to be aware of is how much the Rockefeller clan and their fellow
Khazarians have been sucking up to China. Chinese secret society sources say they were promised a
“United States of China” that would include Japan and Southeast Asia if “Hillary Rockefeller” were
elected. That is the real reason why, as Trump recently tweeted, “Sleepy” Joe Biden “got $1.5 billion
dollars from China despite no experience and for no apparent reason. There is NO WAY these can be
legitimate transactions.”
Asian secret society sources have also explained that the sudden handing over of $100 billion dollars to
Softbank‟s Masayoshi Son was also a move by the petrodollar people to suck up to China. They say
Son (孫) is a relative of none other than Sun (孫) Yat-sen, the widely revered father of modern China.
So funneling billions of petrodollars to him was a good way to curry favor with the Asians, the sources
say. Putting him in charge of the Musashi Engineering Japanese election-stealing machinery was
another clever Rockefeller move to rope in China, Japanese military intelligence sources say.
The U.S. military might consider an alliance of convenience with the French Rothschilds against their
common enemy, the Rockefellers, according to the Asian sources. They say Nissan CEO Carlos
Ghosn was arrested on trumped-up charges ordered by the Rockefellers and that, in revenge, the
Rothschilds recently had Jay Rockefeller killed. We have not been able to confirm this, however, and
no public announcement of Jay Rockefeller‟s death has been made.
Anyway, while Son is one of the most intelligent people I have ever met, even he is not able to
effectively launder all those petrodollars into real economic activity, as recent events show.
Meanwhile in Saudi Arabia, the backbone of the petrodollar, Pentagon sources note that, “With depleted
reserves in the hostile Shia eastern province and no defense against missiles and drones, Saudi
Aramco valuation may be nowhere near $1 trillion.” Furthermore, they say, the upcoming “Davos in the
Desert may be boycotted again, since [puppet ruler] Mohammed bin Salman cannot guarantee security
for the investment conference.” Translation: “Stop supporting the cabal petrodollar and its fanatic
messianic controllers, or we will bomb you back to the stone age.”
Israel too is finally starting to wake up to the fact they were duped by fanatics. Last week, former Israeli
army chief Yair Golan joined the ranks of Jews waking up to the dangerous fanatics hiding in their
midst, warning that “We must be careful, very careful, because among us there are radicals with a
messianic outlook who will use Israeli democracy.” He warned that Israel could face the same fate as
Nazi Germany.
https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/news/2019/10/3/former-israeli-general-compares-israel-to-nazigermany
The French people are also waking up. Even though the press is ignoring the revolution unfolding
there, ignoring reality doesn‟t make it go away. Last week the French police staged a massive
demonstration saying they were underpaid, overworked, and losing the ability to stop the 48-week-long
yellow vest movement.
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/french-police-stage-massive-anger-march-over-working-conditionslow-morale-and-suicide
On a final note, we are hearing from MI6 that the Queen is under tremendous pressure to cave in to the
cabal and stop Brexit. However, Her Majesty knows the people have voted for Brexit and, at the end of
the day, she is the servant of her people.
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